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Abstract
This research represents one of the steps aimed to address one of the most important challenges on the Web and
digital libraries, which is compute the rank of the document’s, and its importance, and their relevance to the user
and to meet their needs for information, and so by taking advantage of the vast potential of logic Fuzzy in
dealing with this kind of problems, and provide high flexibility for the user to clarify the issues and areas that
interested them.
This research is concernd on the design and implementation of a proposal for the information retrieval system,
called Fuzzy Information Retrieval System(FZIRS). This system is designed to deal with a huge distributed
database on a group of computers (servers) associated with the Intranet network specially designed to work the
system, which includes different types and sizes of text files.
The proposed system has the ability for mining of data mining from the database and retrieve useful information
from them and that meet the user's needs well.
This accomlished through the applying of the proposed algorithms for indexing operations and calculate the
rank of documents and generate keywords operations and display the retrival results, which showed high
quality when calculating results compared with other Information retrieving algorithms.
Keywords: information retrieval system, fuzzy logic, data mining, distributed database information retrieving
algorithms, Fuzzy Information Retrieval System(FZIRS)
1. Introduction
Computer plays an important role in the design and construction of modern information systems, to achieve
speed, accuracy and confidence and authority to information system, which lead to it high efficiency in
performance. It also conducted a complex calculations, which are difficult to implement manually in addition to
superior ability to store a huge amount of information in an orderly manner so as to facilitate retrieval very slim
times as electronic computer can accomplish all the other tasks carried out by the information system, including
the safe investigation and data integrity and full security against loss or damage by beneficiaries.
The large development in the number of systems intended for automated libraries of all kinds shows the
importance of this technology for libraries and have many of the surveys conducted to the number of automated
systems in libraries, especially in the United States. Where the survey was conducted in 1964, which proved that
there are 25 system automatically works in libraries in America. In 1971, a survey was conducted last known
(Lark Survey) was the census (1366), an automated system for libraries (between integrated systems or parts of
systems in the (506) Library.) (Jassim Mohammed & Sabah Mohammed, 2002)
In 1984, another survey was conducted, proved that there are about of (30000) thirty thousand special automated
system libraries (that most of these systems operate on a personal computer PC), and noted the extent of the
figure in 13 years is the time difference between the Lark Survey 1971 and 1984, where the number of
automated systems for libraries multiplied by 59 times, and the fact that it was due to two main reasons:
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1. The actual needs of modern societies of the need to control the huge and growing amount in the desired traded
by these communities and gets the necessary information from them quickly and the accuracy of the information
and efficiency. And benefit from the economic, social and cultural development objectives.
2. The great potential offered by computers mechanism and modern communications technology of the large
storage capacity and processing speed that has become measured in simple parts of the second and multiplied
hundreds of times the speed of data exchange, which decrease dramatically the cost of these operations, in
addition to the possibility of remote processing and the use of computers and data banks and others.
The history of the use of automated systems in libraries dates back to 1935, the year saw the introduction of the
first data processing machine in the library, where Texas University of using Punched Card devices in
Circulation System, followed by the Boston Public Library to use punched cards to analyze some statistics
supply and rolled automated systems then used as digital libraries digital Libraries, and the first person who’s
ask for using this type of device in libraries both Melvin J. Voight in charge of the University of California
library, along with Clay L. Perry of the computer center at the same university in 1962, where he was the pilot
venture is to convert the number of records (700) series to machine-readable form in addition to print a monthly
list of numbers plus a complete list of everything library has.
Its notes that most of the automated systems that appear were parts of the systems, that is, they were not
integrated systems that can include all library operations at the same time but it has been dealing with only one
part of the library operations such as indexing or Circulation, but with 1961 the national Library of Medicine
work with and Medical Literatur Analysis and Medlars Retrival system and review system functions in an
attempt to automation of all functions of the library addition to conducting searches bibliographic and issuing
Meoicus index as well as the operations of the indexing mechanism and borrowing mechanism and assist in the
acquisition and adjust patrols and thus the emergence of the First
system an integrated in libraries in 1966. Not only that, it changes and developments of interest in the field of
library and information that evolution that has taken place on the services provided by libraries, where the space
agency Nasa tested the first system to broadcast selective information SDI works on the automated computer,
where the user select topics that wish to consult by The automated system compared between subjects of articles
and descriptors objectivity and the beneficiary by providing it with a list of articles that match his interests that
he previously selected (Jassim Mohammed & Sabah Mohammed, 2002).
So the public libraries among the first institutions that was adopted the information retrieval systems. Retrieval
of information used in public library systems developed initially by academic institutions and then by
commercial vendors, in the recent years major developments has been the completion in the field of information
technology, and especially after the Web appearance of continuous improvement in the performance of search
engines making it the most popular e-libraries in all disciplines. And ensure that the First generation of libraries
systems strategies and primitive techniques made the search depends on the author's name and address.
But the second generation, the search strategy has been included: 1. Subject Title. 2. Keywords. 3. Many
complex queries. While third generation focus on: 1. graphical interfaces(GI). 2 - Electronic forms. 3. Hypertext
properties. 4 - Open System Architecture: It is a system that has the ability to continue change for its operations
and internal structure (Yates, R. A. & B. Ribeiro-Neto., 1999).
2. Aim of the Research
Information retrieval process has great importance in providing services and transfer information and the
contents of the scientific web pages, as well as the contents of the documents in digital libraries to users by
means of quick and easy research and methodological tools that achieve retrieval of information for use in the
form that meets their actual needs and conviction fully in their field of study or their research.
Thus, here we are trying to answer the following questions which form the main focus of the search:
1. What is a work mechanism in information retrieval systems technology? What are the main constituent parts?
2. How can we get good results meet the needs of users?
3. What are the reasons for the escalation of retrieval results related

compared with other related results?

4. How to improve and develop strategies and retrieval operations in order to give more accurate results to users?
5. What are the algorithms used to calculate the documents ranking and which give high quality results?
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3. Information Retrieval Systems
Information retrieval science is one of branches of old knowledge, comparable to the feet of computer
science itself, if not the oldest. This definition is in the information retrieval of the oldest definitions field, if not
the oldest among them, is what was mentioned Meurs (1950), who define information retrieval "is the name of
the process or the way in which enables the user to convert his need for information to the actual list of
documents in the store (such as a hard drive) which contains useful information for the user (Fabio Crestani &
Gabriella Pasi., 1997).
Information retrieval system in general includes two parts:
1. Archive Script: which is a set of text units (which is often named as the "document.").
2. Retrieval engine: The system user submit applications that describe the type of documents required, and the
retrieval engine matching the applications with the documents in the archive script, and then returns the user to
the college part of a group of documents that give the best match with the user needs (Bhaskar Karn., 1998).
And the main requirements of these systems are:
1. The user must be able to enter any word from the natural language, any words, or phrase to the system without
the need to engage in indexing and search operations, and this has the implication that the retrieval of the full
text and indexed every word in the document automated .
2. System must arrange (Rank) documents retrieved by the possibility of their usefulness to the user request.
3. The system must support the re-formulation of a mechanism to search sentences based on previous
information to the user (feedback) (D. Hiemstra., 2001).
Based on the foregoing, information retrieval can be considered as one of computer science fields system, which
aims to store a large amount of information and allow quick access to it, and this information can be of any
type: text, audio, or video (Van Rijsbergen, C.J., 1979).
4. Soft Computing and Information Retrieval
The term Soft Computing(SC) defined by (L.A. Zadeh., 1994) Zadeh, which refers to the cooperation between
useful mechanisms to solve problems that require some sort of intelligence away from traditional computing
methods. SC offers a total of appropriate technologies to solve the ambiguity, lack of objectivity, and
inaccuracies in many of the existing problems.
The retrieval of information is aimed to modeling, design, and implementation of systems capable of providing
fast and efficient services to access based on large amounts of information content. It also aims to assess the
relationship of the elements of information the user needs actress words inquiry. This task is very difficult and
complicated because of the lack of punctuated in objectivity, uncertainty, and lack of precision.
SC includes different methods group to solve such problems, Fuzzy logic , genetic algorithms, neural networks,
rough sets, and Bayesian (Ricardo Baeza-Yates., 2003)
As with the first beginnings of the fuzzy rough sets theory by L. A. Zadeh in 1965, it has been the completion of
clear progress in the utilization of concepts Fuzzy rough sets in multiple fields of visual and sensory science.
Fuzzy rough sets were used and extensively in the science of computer vision and artificial intelligence. Fuzzy
rough sets dealing with ambiguity and thumb buried in the comprehension of the human system, and provide
excellent system structure to describe, analyze, and interpret the mysterious events and doubtful. Where the
human visual system is basically a fuzzy system, because we understand and interpret the visible world
mysterious around us (Acharya, T. & Ray, A. K., 2005), information retrieval takes advantage of fuzzy logic in
information blocking operations, extracting texts, inquiring language models (Ricardo Baeza-Yates., 2003).
5. Digital Books
The digital book been scientific revolution that could change the way of history in the twenty one century,
more than other invention of the printing machine , as digital book (E.Book) became in hand, is easy to deploy,
easy distribution and get it, easy to read and see, and Digital Book in fact only scientific material, from letters
and pictures, reports and statistics, are preserved in some kind of many kinds of files.
The digital book differs in its features and characteristics of the paper book in many points, the most important
of these points are (Ahmad Ziad, 2010):
1. Get the book without price or a very low price.
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2. Ease off reading the boook on the com
mputer, it can, in many casess, change the ssize of the letteers, and contro
ol the
degree of llight , to relievves the reader.
3. Access to the requiredd idea in the boook, using the tool "Search,"" and mediatedd by a single w
word, to find ou
ut the
positions oof the book reqquired
4. saving millions of books
b
in limitted space
in laser disks or hard drivees (Hard) em
mbedded within
n the
computer or by indepenndent portable drives, allowiing download millions of boooks on travell, trips and mo
oving
them from
m place to placee with ease.
5. Readingg, writing and documentation
d
n speed, and acchieving scienntific knowledgge revolution
6. The Prooposed System
m for Retrieviing Informatiion Using Loggic Fuzzy
The system
m (Fuzzy Infoormation Retrieeval System (F
FZIRS)) is designed to deall with large diistributed data base
on a groupp of computerss (servers) assoociated with a network Intrannet, which inccludes differentt types and siz
zes of
text files. This system has
h the ability to dig for the data in the daata and retrievee base useful oones that meett user
needs efficciently with information.
7. Create a Text Docum
ment
The indexx building process is one off the key proccesses for effiicient retrievall of documentts and this pro
ocess
requires tw
wo major stepss:
1. Documeent analysis, inncludes determ
mine the imporrtant words, annd her candidaacy, and this rrequires analyssis of
each docum
ment in the daatabase (e.g. w
web documents) and the orgaanization of theese documentss in the form of key
elements oof the documeent (title, authoor's name, souurce) and how
w to represent the informatioon in it, on tabular
form, critical informatioon in text, charrts, graphics, oor images. Thee decision thatt must be takenn is to identify
y any
of the infoormation or parrts of the docuument will be inndexed and whhich are not inncluded in the iindexing proce
ess.
2. analyzee the strings or terms, annd the decisionn must be takeen is to identiffy any words ((or phrases) ca
an be
used as a rreference to thee document foor the best representation of tthe moral conteents of the doccuments.
So before we begin thee process of ccataloging the collection off the preparatioons and settinngs that are on
n the
document in order to preepare it for inddexing processs, which vary depending on the quality off the text document
to be indexxed ,as in Figgure (1 ): the ccreation of the document.

F
Figure 1. the crreation of the ddocument.
In order too analyze text documents,
d
it hhas been propoosed of speciaal data structure data of the pproposed algorithm,
and hold oonto this structtural importannt information available in thhe document, w
which will faccilitate the inde
exing
process annd the calculatiion of the rankk of the docum
ment, and this sttructure includded two parts:
1.

Speciaal part in worrds, which inccludes informaation on everyy word foundd in the docum
ments
(Term
m Frequency).

2.

Docum
ments in whichh the word founnd(document ffrequency).

Figure 2 thhe proposed strructure of the data, which will be addresseed later.
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Figure 2. propposed structuraal data, which will be addresssed later
8. System Architecturee
System arcchitecture connsists of the strructure shownn in Figure (3)), where we noote in this architecture, therre are
five computers represennt the servers tthat contain thhe database, ass each server ccontains its ow
wn database, which
w
will be inddexed later. Allso note that one of these serrvers is the maain server, which will be houused in the end, all
indexing ffiles of the seervers. There are an unknoown number oof user compuuters (Clients)) connected to
o the
network w
with servers thrrough the HUB
B, because thee work is donee on the intrannet (ECN), as we need to Ac
ccess
Point device connected to
t the networkk for the purposse of wireless ccommunicatioons for other Clients.
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Figure 3. F
FZIRS architeccture
With respeect to the cliennt’s computerss, they do not ccontain the daatabase, but incclude interfacees that enable users
to communnicate with thee main server, which will be used for inforrmation retrievval that meets ttheir needs.
9. Algorith
hms are Prop
posed
As the dessigner of FZIR
RS system in tthis research cconsists of twoo programs, onne of whom w
works on comp
puters
servers and the other onn computers clients, it was nnecessary to work specific sooftware algoritthms dependin
ng on
the functioon performed by
b each of them
m, and follow
wing the basics ideas of the w
work of both of the two prog
grams
and algoritthms.
9.1 The Prroposed Algoriithm for Indexing Process
1. Initiallyy determine thee database pathh, by define thee number of fiiles in it.
2. determine the file typpe as if the filee type of HTM
ML you'll havee to remove thee decorations ttags located within
w
the textuall content of thhe file, this proocess is carriedd out using a rregular expresssion. Where iin the case of other
types of filles you do not need to do thiis operation.
3. Extract text from filess, with the use of a regular exxpression that deleting speciaal characters oof text.
4. Then deducted wordss from the texxt as special rregular expresssion of Englissh characters, also examine each
will not ne w
within the inde
exing
word usinng another reggular expressioon excluded oother special words that w
process.
c
word, store their infformation in pprivate matrix by words infoormation whic
ch its
5. After oobtaining the correct
structure ddeclares in Figuure (2).
6. Before information is
i stored makke sure that thhis informatioon was not stoored in advannce, so if you
u had
previouslyy stored their innformation is aadded to the exxisting entry.
7. Computte the term (woord) frequencyy in the file usiing the algorithhm Boyer- Mooore.
8. This proocess is repeateed until all filees are indexed and the contennt of the termss (words).
9.2 The Prroposed Algoriithm to Processs the Expense of Rank
Computatiion process of rank, based onn the Fuzzy loggic operations,, and as follow
ws:


Fuzziification

Fuzzificatiion: it is in thee process comp
mpute of membbership functioons(MF) for eaach word preseent in the matrrix of
the words,, and illustratedd in Figure (4)) functions useed in this proceess, and by the following form
mulas:
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MF_countt_low: Membeership Functionn to the small nnumber (countt) of iteration oof the Term(woord) in the textt file.
MF count high: Memberrship to the larrge number (coount) of iteratioon of the term (word) in the text file.
MF_loc_nnear: Membership Function oof the term (woord) location nnearest to the bbeginning of thhe text file.
MF_loc_fa
far: Membershiip Function off the term (worrd) location Faareast to the beginning of the text file.
MF_URL__low: Memberrship Functionn to the small nnumber of iteraation of the connnections (UR
RLs) in the text file.
MF_URL__high: Membeership Functionn to the large nnumber of iteraation of the connnections (UR
RLs) in the textt file.

F
Figure 4. Mem
mbership functiions (MF)


Know
wledge bases:

After the completion off the Fuzzificcation the knnowledge basee process is reeady which coonsisting of Fuzzy
F
aggregatess (poor, good, excellent), whhich representss the result of tthe implementtation of the K
Knowledge basses of
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Fuzzy logiic, using eightt bases with fiiles from HTM
ML type, wherre in the other cases there arre four Knowlledge
bases usedd . These rules are illustratedd in Figure (5).

Fiigure 5. Knowledge bases Loogic Fuzzy


Aggrregation:

After the iimplementationn of previous Knowledge baases (rules), A
Aggregation proocess of the reesults is done using
u
Aggregatioon OR-MAX, as shown in F
Figure (6)

Comppute grade value using the ceentroid method
d
Figurre 6. implemenntation of the ruules and the prrocess of colleection and calcuulation of the vvalue of grade
e
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Defuuzzification

Compute tthe Rank for each
e
file of thhe word depending on the C
Centroid way aas in Figure (66), according to the
following formula

If the wordd found in the title and in thee content of thee file, the rankk of it will becoome a double.
9.3 The Prroposed Algoriithm for the Seearch and Retrrieval
When the user enters thee query statem
ment and selectts a Search buttton, the screenning process bbegins for the query
q
statement. This phrase iss entered throuugh a SmartTexxtBox, which is a class helps the user in correct processs for
printing errrors that mayy be present inn the query sttatement, and figure (7) shoows the flowcchart of the se
earch
process.

Figgure 7. Flowchhart for the seaarch process
After that call a custom function to woork to create a matrix keywoords informatioon, this inform
mation shall inc
clude
the keywoord, the numbeer of files thatt include this w
word, the num
mber of serverss, which includdes informatio
on on
this floor, and informatioon files in whiich the word apppears. Otherss also create a m
matrix to save the recovered
d files
informatioon, as shown inn Figure (8).
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F
Figure 8. keyw
words structuraal matrix.
Keywords are extracted from the querry statement ussing the phrase more than a regular expresssion to delete
e tags
and speciaal symbols, annd then get on the ferry depending on reggular expressioon with speciaal English alph
habet.
Then the sstatement is breeakdown into kkeywords and stored in its own matrix.
If the Cheeckbox of All relevant
r
word index will be expanded keyywords containned within queery statement, using
u
the methodd of private loggic Fuzzy searrch, which represent a simpliified search algorithm basedd on its principle on
the Levenshtein-Distannce and useed to get ccloser to thee match bettween the sttrings. And give
Levenshtein-Distance thhe matching beetween two liteeral.
The searchh process conntinue until to be completedd all keywordss examinationn, also the proocess of comparing
words addded to the new list in order too make sure it iis not already aappear in the list.
The valuess are set to ownn files matrix rrelated to key words and com
mplete fill keyywords matrix.
10. FZIRS
S Implementaation and Disccuss the Resullts System
The FZIR
RS system has great importaance, because of its speed aand accuracy iin indexing, seearch and retrrieval
operationss, and easily used
u
by the uusers. It has bbeen implemeented and proggramming thee system using
g the
programm
ming language C# within the package of prrogramming laanguages Visuual Studio 20008 with frame work
of NET Framework Veer. 3.5. Languaage C# supports writing proograms with m
multithreadingg, which is use
ed to
design andd implement thhe designed sysstem required,, the system deepends on the cclient \ server m
model.
For the appplication of the proposed sysstem must achieve the follow
wing:
1. Providee computer wiith special speecifications because we neeed computer w
where the maain memory siz
ze of
8GB RAM
M or more andd 64bit operatting system too be in order tto be able to deal with thiss memory, 2.9
9GHz
processor, hard disk andd at least 320GB
B. This compuuter is called thhe main serverr.
2. Prepare database conssisting of text ddocuments on your hard drivve for the mainn server.
3 upload N
NET Framework Ver. 3.5 on the main servver.
4. Upload the main serveer software of the system of FZIRS processs of indexing oon the main seerver.
5. Linkingg the main servver with a wireeless access point for the purppose of creatinng Intranet netw
work.
6. After thhat main serverr program execcuted for the ppurpose of obtaaining indexinng files that wee keep on your hard
drive with a main serverr.
Then upload the user program (the seccond part of thhe proposed syystem) on userrs' computers aassociated with the
Intranet neetwork in order to provide seearch and retrieeval service.
The Fuzzyy logic system
m Tested on a sset of ten querry statements, and used tthe same queryy statements in the
system doees not support the Fuzzy loggic , and anotheer system suppports research in the desktop interface, whiich is
a program
m that indexinng and searchinng based on luucene written language C#, aand compute thhe average of recall
r
and precission for all queery statements, and the resullts are as in tabble 1 and charrts in Figure (99). Then the re
esults
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of the threee algorithms compiled in a chart one shhown in Figuree (10) in orderr to demonstraate the quality
y and
efficiency of the proposeed algorithm uusing fuzzy loggic.
posed
And then representationn the results of the three alggorithms by thhe histogram iin Figure (11), and the prop
L
globallly in the histoggram shown inn Figure (12).
algorithm and program Lucene
Results of the teen query statem
ments
Table 1. R
Precision

Precisioon

Preccision

Recaall

withoout using Fuzzyy logic

using Lucene pprogram

using Fuuzzy logic

10%
%

76.25%

90%

1000%

20%
%

75.13%

79.98%
%

1000%

30%
%

76.40%

79.50%
%

900%

40%
%

68.40%

54.37%
%

83.770%

50%
%

64.80%

50.38%
%

76.440%

60%
%

65.90%

47.82%
%

73.990%

70%
%

62.70%

44.57%
%

72.990%

80%
%

59.60%

37.96%
%

64.003%

90%
%

56.20%

33.73%
%

61.110%

100%
%

53.80%

21.82%
%

53.440%

a

b
Figure 9. Thhe recall and prrecision for

c
tten i query stattements

a- using Fuuzzy logic, (b)) without usingg the Fuzzy loggic C- using Luucene program
m.

Figuree 10. chart of thhe results of thhe three algoritthms which demonstrates thee quality and eefficiency of th
he
proposed algorithhm in informattion retrieval
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Figuure 11. chart off the results of proposed algoorithm and luceene algorithm

Figuure 12. chart off the results off the three propposed algorithm
ms(using Fuzzzy, without Fuzzzy, Lucene).
11. Conclu
usions
In this reseearch we have reached to thee following connclusions:
1. The usee of the theoryy of Fuzzy loggic in informattion retrieval hhas at least onee of the follow
wing characteristics
compared with the classiic ways:
a. Fuzzy R
Relevant relatioonships be morre reflective off real values, aalso be built m
more realistic prrocess.
b. In the evvent that the number
n
of docuuments is veryy large, the Fuzzzy logic direccts the user to tthe more impo
ortant
required documents.
c. Fuzzy qquery provides the user the oppportunity to gget to the big toopics that conccerned.
2. The prooposed algorithhm is applied for the purposse of calculatinng the rank doocument gave accuracy and high
flexibility..
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3. using Regular expressions provided easy process in document analysis process and in determining the
symbols and words excluded.
4. Use the Boyer-Moore algorithm has helped to repeating compute quickly and accurately.
5. The proposed indexing algorithm which requires more time to implement to make the process of search and
retrieval are faster.
6. When a user enters a query of the system, the system checks the query statement during the entry process and
thus ensures access to accurate results without the user's operations correction and amendment occupancy.
7. The use of the proposed algorithm led to generate the key words to increase the accuracy of the results.
8. The process of expanding the keywords using Fuzzy logic and Levenshtein-Distance algorithm to improve the
quality of recovery by expanding the number of relevant documents.
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